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## Technology Exchange

### Purpose
- Increase collaboration and communication between government and industry

### Your Role
- Listen
- Contribute
- Learn

### Ground Rules
- There are no procurements in play
- We are not contracting officers and cannot commit the government
- Just networking

---
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SSC Atlantic is hosting the fifth Technology Exchange event with Industry on 12 September 2018 in New Orleans, LA

- Papers WERE due August 15th
- Registration for morning session ends September 5th, but we’re at capacity
- [https://ecommerce.sscno.nmci.navy.mil](https://ecommerce.sscno.nmci.navy.mil) under NEWS
- [https://www.fbo.gov/index.php?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=0053c65fe236c3c742ed49fa45b80aca&tab=core&cview=0](https://www.fbo.gov/index.php?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=0053c65fe236c3c742ed49fa45b80aca&tab=core&cview=0)

Focused on Technology Growth Areas of CLOUD COMPUTING for ENTERPRISE RESOURCE TOOLS

- PEO EIS centric
  - Technical Director and Deputy TD developed topics, assembled the panel and will be on site for the event
- IWRP briefing
- Desired outcomes are topics for the government to post to the IWRP Consortium
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Save the Date!

Next Technology Exchange:
Jan/Feb 2019
Location: tbd
TGA Focus Areas: MBSE & tbd